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The Ultimate Gallery Of Stained Glass Windows (Vol 2) - How Decorators Use Glass Art To Add Breathtaking Beauty Into The World's Finest Homes
Stained Glass Windows Add Value, Privacy and Distinction to Your Home

Stained glass windows are handcrafted works of art that are used mostly as accent pieces for hallways, foyers, bathrooms, or kitchens. Also called decorative glass and art glass, modern stained glass window designs brighten people’s lives through colorful glass art.

**Add Value.** Stained Glass windows can add value to your home while they put smiles on people’s faces. People enjoy colorful glass art that looks different at different times of day.

**Add Beauty.** Stained glass windows are often used to add visual interest to a boring room. The window becomes the focal point, while giving the space a personal touch.

**Add Privacy.** Because they’re ornately decorated, stained glass windows offer more privacy than other window. Who else wants to be the envy of their entire neighborhood? What was once just another ordinary window opening can now be a jaw-dropping work of art. Everywhere people are raving about these modern art glass windows. Your guests will be tongue-tied at your parties! Today home decorators are replacing ordinary windows with museum-quality artwork made of colored glass and shiny metal | art that is breathtaking to look at as the light that passes through them changes throughout the day.

The Ultimate Gallery of Stained Glass Windows book series was assembled to promote the glass arts and show the world how beautiful modern designed stained glass windows of today are. Most homeowners have no idea how the art form has evolved. These modern stained glass window designs are now being added into homes and commercial structures by ‘art savvy’ decorators. Each book has over 120 pages with 100+ Modern Stained Glass Windows on display in the “Art Gallery” section to show home decorators how modern stained glass window designs brighten people’s lives and improve home values. Art glass windows that are constructed properly and protected from the harsh elements will stand the test of time and shine bright for hundreds of years to inspire happiness in the lives of many people.

Stained glass windows are dynamic art forms that differ from one minute to the next, and one day to the next, along with the differences in the light that shines through them. As time passes from sunrise to sunset, and from sunny days to white snow-covered winter days, these forms of art change in ways that are as unique as the day is itself. For this reason there is no other art form like stained glass windows.

Modern stained glass window designs are one of those simple pleasures that turn houses into cozy homes. They help people to feel good when at home, and put smiles on people’s faces. The top 8 reasons why homeowners add Stained Glass Window Art into their homes:

> To add to life’s pleasures and to increase the enjoyment of life for the entire family,
> To have and hold beautiful possessions and to replace the obsolete,
> To be creative and express one’s personality with art,
> To be in style and be among the leaders in home décor,
> To gain admiration and praise...
from others who visit their home,> To improve the appearance of their home and be more beautiful,> To own attractive and valuable things that retain their value,> To seek adventure and find new and uncommon things that others donâ€™t have. Find The Perfect Window for Your Home. Get Your Copy Today!
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